Help Needed With Some Websites

TIGERJON73 2 posts since
Jul 31, 2011
Hello,

I am posting for my daughter. She has had her DSi for a few years now and is starting to want to go online with it. The website she most wants to visit is www.disney.com. However, in order to view this site she needs to install Flashplayer, but it appears the DSI will not accept FP. Is there another type of player or another way around this problem? Thanks for any help.

OCARINA98 308 posts since
Sorry, but I don't think the DSi can view websites like YouTube or Disney that require FlashPlayer.

DIVER24 423 posts since
The DSi/DSi XL/3DS cannot use flashplayer or display anything needing flashplayer. As of what I know, there is no way around it.

TIGERJON73 2 posts since
Is this something that the technology just doesn't allow, or does Nintendo choose to make Opera incompatible with any kind of video play?

OCARINA98 308 posts since
Help Needed With Some Websites

I don't think Nintendo purposely made the DSi unable to view websites that require FlashPlayer. I think that the type of internet browser it has can't support FlashPlayer. So yes, it is something that technology doesn't allow.


The DSi is incapable of flash due to limitations in the hardware (CPU and RAM wise, I do think the GPU takes part as well). Also, the opera browser doesn't support it.

To be honest, you'd be better off browsing sites on your PC, not a handheld.